
 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 
 

FOR ANY FAIRY TALE: 

After reading the standard version of any fairy tale, ask the student to 

revise their favorite fairy or folk tale to include numerical information. This 

new version of the tale can be used as a source for generating story 

problems. 

 

Directions: 

1. Pick a favorite fairy tale or folk tale. Read the tale you have chosen. 

2. Rewrite the tale by adding numerical information 

3. Write five story questions that someone else could answer using the 

added information based on their grade level and experience. 

 

Example for Goldilocks and the Three Bears: 

The Bear family has three boy bears. The oldest, Bernard, is 16 years old. 

The youngest, Bobby is 7 years old. The middle bear is named Barry.  

The bears live with Mama and Papa Bear in a house in the woods. They 

have 2 dogs and a cat. 

Humans loved to bother the Bear family, and they would come to try and 

sell them things like magazines and automatic wood choppers, which are 

very useful in a forest. 

One day, Papa Bear said, “That’s enough! That one human, Bob, came 

every day last week! We are going on a vacation!”.   

 

Sample Questions: 

1. If Barry is 2 years younger than Bernard and 2 times as old as Bobby, 

how old is he? 

2. How many animals total (including the Bears) live in the Bear 

household? 

3. If Bob visited the Bear family everyday last week, how many visits did he 

make to the Bears’ home?

  



 

 

General Activity 

 

Help Mr. Wolf find out how many pigs are in each house - This covers 

subtraction facts through 18 and motivates the student to do the facts. 

For any Fairy Tale: 

Ask the students to revise their favorite fairy or folk tale to include 

numerical information. This new version of the tale can be used as a 

source for generating story problems. 

Directions: 

1.  

2..  

3.  

 

Compose word problems suitable for their level, using the fairy tale theme...(i.e.If Snow 

White and 5 Dwarfs took a nap, how many dwarfs would be awake?) 

 

Practice Telling Time with Cinderella - Is an activity the motivates the 

student to help Cinderella place the correct time onto each clock. 

 

Cinderella: 

 

 

 


